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1. Introduction
Dissemination of the outcomes of research and scientific
activity has been recently undergoing major changes in con-

nection with the Internet development. Social networks are
emerging and developing. Specialization of social networks
is formed – from the placement of graphical content, such as
in Instagram [1], to the placement of scientific content, such
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as in ResearchGate [2]. Moreover, in each of these segments,
there is an increase in competition, as well as “mergers and
acquisitions”. An example of this is the acquisition of Mendeley system [3] by the company Elsevier [4], data integration
between SCOPUS and ORCID [5], etc. The world is rapidly
becoming “digitized”.
The relevance of research is driven by the need to promote scientific ideas in the environment of the world scientific community [6]. In the digital era, methods and tools
for the promotion of digital content proved its effectiveness
in a world of fierce competition. That is why understanding
and ability to use these methods will make it possible to
help overcome the isolation of individual researchers and
research teams through scientific communication, adopted
worldwide [6]. One of such tools is the methodology of SMM
(Social Media Marketing) – marketing with the use of social
networks.

bination of approaches of the SMM methodology (Social
Media Marketing) and the tasks of promotion of scientific
content on the Internet determines scientific novelty of
the present research. In such context, this problem was not
addressed in scientific publications by other scientists. As
a rule, they consider either scientometric indicators [10] or
the problems in content identification to detect texts match
[11]. The use of modern Internet technologies, presented by
software products for the social networks ResearchGate [2],
Mendeley [3], Google Scholar [8], Academia [9], and Publish
or Perish [10], creates conditions for a significant expansion
of the audience of readers of scientific articles. Democratic
social network Internet resources allow overcoming distances, bring together researchers working in close scientific
directions, remove barriers between a student and an academician – they are the future for development of scientific
relations in a world scientific community [6].

2. Literature review and problem statement

3. The aim and objectives of the study

The world scientific community recognized the concept
on that one of the main results of scientific activity is the scientific articles, reflecting outcomes of theoretical and experimental research [6]. In this case, it is accepted to estimate
the level of significance of scientific contribution to development of theory and practice by using the articles’ citation
indices [7]. Indeed, citation of certain articles by colleagues
in their publications is, as a rule, a positive assessment of the
cited articles [8]. Existence of social networks of scientists
on the World Web creates conditions for wider awareness of
the global community about results of scientific research [9].
World practice of communications of scientists’ community
through scientific publications on the World Web testifies
to the expediency of such systems and information technologies [10]. After all, it is difficult to deny the obvious fact that
those publications are cited, which are accessible to a wide
circle of readers. That is, for a certain article to be cited, it is
necessary that the article should be read by as large number
of specialists and scientists as possible [6].
The industry of scientific journals publishing in the
form of paper copies currently focuses on the duplication
and presentation of printed publications in the form of
digitized copies. The process of “digitizing” the scientific
content, with the help of social scientific networks, makes it
possible to distribute worldwide many clones of the primary
message. “Publish or Perish” is the name the authors of [10]
gave to their search engine [10]. In translation, it sounds like
a warning. In other words, authors of publications should
promote their scientific content, or else they would lose the
competition of scientific ideas.
Promotion of publications to readers in the Internet
space is connected with active participation of authors when
submitting publications to such information systems as ResearchGate [2], Mendeley [3], ORCID [5], Google Scholar
[8], and Academia [9]. Naturally, maintaining libraries of
publications in these systems is rather time-consuming.
However, such an approach is justified – no one but the author can objectively present scientific findings.
The relevance of the issue of information communications involves promotion of scientific ideas and timely
exchange of research results [4]. At the same time, journal
publications on the pages of even highly reputable journals
are printed with limited circulation [6]. Therefore, a com-

The goal of present research is to generalize and develop
applied aspects in using the existing social scientific networks on the example of the network ResearchGate [2] for
the promotion of scientific publications in scientific environment. This will expand the audience of readers of scientific
articles and ultimately lead to an increase in the citation
indices of papers.
To accomplish the set goal, the following tasks had to be
solved:
– to design a life-cycle model for scientific publications
based on the Markov chain;
– to reproduce and implement in the domain of social
scientific communications the experience of best practices of
SMM (Social Media Marketing) [12];
– to explore practical aspects in the application of a
SMM methodology employing the designed Markov model.
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4. Designing a life-cycle model of a publication
As it is known, the life cycle of publications consists of
the following stages: carrying out research – preparation of
a manuscript – editorial preparation of an article – production of a printed (electronic) journal – submitting a journal
to scientometric databases – waiting for a reader [13]. At the
last stage, “an independent life” of a publication begins. The
scientific community gets a chance to get acquainted with
the content of the article.
After an article is published, the authors of a publication
are no longer involved in the process of promotion of an article and cannot actively influence the process of their work
being cited by other authors. That is why we can offer the
main recommendation: articles should be published in professional journals where colleagues can get acquainted with
them and appreciate them by citing [13].
To model the phase of an “independent life” of articles,
we will develop a Markov chain, which will make it possible
to represent a random process of citing articles. Let us designate as S і{i=1, 2,…5} the possible states (relationships) of
readers’ community to scientific publications at this stage:
S1 – Awareless (unawareness); S2 – Awareness (awareness);
S 3 – Attitude (positive attitude); S4 – Action (citing); S 5 –
Abort (negative attitude).

Control processes

The specified conditions characterize cohort distribution
of potential readers of an article by the level of assessment of
the article [13]. That is why the given states of the proposed
model 5A’s constitute a complete group of events, in which
one state will definitely be implemented.
Transitions between the states are shown in the marked
graph (Fig. 1). State S 5 – Abort (negative attitude) is particularly positioned in the Markov chain. The system passes
into this state after state S2 , to which it is possible to return
after a more detailed study of the publications. At the same
time, negative attitude towards an article does not rule out
the probability of its citation, as shown on the graph by an
arrow of transition from S 5 to S4 . In addition, transition from
state S 5 to S1 is possible, due to the “forgetting” processes by
Ebbinghaus [14].
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Fig. 1. Graph of states of the model 5A’s: S1 – unawareness;
S2 – awareness; S3 – positive attitude; S4 – citing;
S5 – negative attitude
In model 5A’s, a random process of changing S i {i=
=1, 2,…5} over time is implemented. Time t [0, T] runs discrete series of values of t0, t1, t2,…, tN : {tn , n= 0, N }, and random
magnitude S i (tn)=S i | n can take a discrete set of values. A
“markovian essence” of scientific communications is proved
by the fact that both in communications and in the Markov
chains, there may be changes in the probabilities of states
of the system by steps k=n. There exist the probabilities
of transitions to other states [15]. The sum of transition
probabilities from a certain state is equal to unity [16]. The
sum of probabilities of all states at every step is also equal
to unity [17]. There is a similarity of a topological structure
of transitions [18].
Probabilities of states of the system {p1(k), p2(k), …, p5(k)}
change by steps k. In this notation of a uniformed model,
transition probabilities πij do not depend on a step number.
For any step k, there are also probabilities of a system delay
in the given state. On the graph, the arrows are marked only
for the transitions whose transition probabilities are different from zero. “Delay probabilities” πii complement to unity
the sum of transitional probabilities by all transitions from
the given state [19]. Matrix of transition probabilities of the
system takes the form:
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where Т is the transposition mark.
Probabilistic essence of communication processes is
represented in the coordinates of totality of probabilities of states {p1(k), p2(k),…, p5(k)} by steps k – contacts
that constitute the communication base with changing
reader’s attitudes to publications. Model 5А’s describes
such probabilities of states of a complete group of events:
p1(k) – unawareness; p2(k) – awareness; p3(k) – positive attitude; p4(k) – citing; p5(k) – negative attitude.
To determine the elements of matrix (1), we use a method of expert evaluation of time cost required for performing certain communications [15]. Transition probabilities
π sj {sÎ1,…, 5; jÎ1,…, 5} “set” the Markov chain to representation of properties of a particular object. In this case, to determine transition probabilities πsj, the experts are engaged, who,
based on their experience, perform assessment of the values of
transition probabilities [19]. It is also possible to use the survey method in order to calculate the values of transition probabilities. Paper [15] proposes a method when values πsj are
determined based on the characteristics of communications,
taking into account time cost, required to perform operations.
Block diagram of communications in the scientific community is represented on the directed graph of the Markov
chain (Fig. 1). For any discrete state s{sÎ1,…, 5}, it is possible
to represent the total time Тs of communications with other
states as the sum of duration of communications with given
states t sj{sÎ1,…, 5; jÎ1,…, 5 [15]:
n=5

Ts = ∑ t sj , 					

(3)

j =1

where t sj is the time in communication s→j from state s.
In each communication s→j, system can stay for some
time t sj. Values π sj =t sj/Ts make sense of conditional probability of transition to communications s→j. That is why the sum
of all transition probabilities considering (3) for any state s
is equal to unity:
n=5

∑π
j =1

sj

n=5

t sj

j =1

Ts

=∑

=

1
Ts

n=5

∑t
j =1

sj

= 1. 			

(4)

Varying of values of πsj enables changing characteristics of
the system. The distinctive feature of this approach is that the
chain, proposed by Markov, adjusts itself to different possible
states of the readers’ community by a publication assessment
by setting values of πsj. Transition probabilities for particular
states are selected based on expert evaluation from Table 1.
Тable 1

(1)

The known general iterative solution to the system of
equations of the Markov chain allows us to find probabilities
of states {p1(k), p2(k), …, p5(k)} after any k-th step [15]:

Determining the values of transition probabilities πsj
Character of communication s→j by
time cost
Maximum time cost
Medium time cost
Insignificant time cost
Minimum time cost

Transition probabilities πsj
0.62–1.0
0.38–0.62
0.05–0.38
0 –0.05
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As an example, we will consider substantiation of values
π s for state S 3 “positive attitude”. Conditional transition
probability π3.4=0,3 was accepted in the interval of insignificant time cost. At the same time, the sum of transition
probabilities (in a line) for a certain state equals to unity.
That is why π3.3=0.7 – this corresponds to the interval of
maximum time cost. Similar assessments were performed
for all other states. The following matrix of numerical values
for (2) was retrieved:
0,97
0
π ij = 0
0,05
0,10

0,02
0,60
0
0,20
0,10

0,01
0,10
0,70
0,30
0

0
0
0,30
0,45
0,05

0
0,30
. 		
0
0
0,75

(3)

Modelling with the use of the designed Markov model
for the basic variant of system (3), that is, for the existing
situation, showed results that are presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. A change in the probabilities of states of scientists’
distribution by the level of attitude to a publication:
1 – unawareness; 2 – awareness; 3 – positive attitude;
4 –citing; 5 – negative attitude
Existing situation in the field of scientific communications for the accepted conditions for participation of the authors of present research in the social network ResearchGate
is not effective (Fig. 2). Probability of publications citing is
р 4(20)»0.1. And the vast majority of articles are in the mode
“unawareness”, as р1(20)>0.6. Therefore, it is necessary to
stop waiting passively until results improve and start managing scientific communications.
5. Communication management for the actualization of
publications in the world scientific community
Based on data [12], postulating by the practical outcomes five key principles for successful promotion of information resources, we will use a technique of analogy and apply these principles in relation to the promotion of outcomes
of scientific research.
Principle 1. “One in the field is not a warrior”.
The authors of [12] note that it is a team that usually
works on a project (Fig. 3). Nobody will see good content
without promotion.
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Project manager:
strategy and tactics development
Copywriter: presentation in a
user’s language
Designer:
style and form development

Promotion specialist:
access segment expansion
Community manager:
communication and support

Fig. 3. Structure of SMM direction in the LeadMachine [12]
Of course, virtually every prestigious peer-reviewed
journal performs almost all the above functions. On the other hand, it is necessary to understand that “One in the field
is not a warrior” already fully applies to individual scientists.
In future, advantage will belong to scientific schools, able to
be united by the principle of project teams in the process of
working on scientific projects, PhD research, etc. [16]. In the
commercial world of information content on the Internet,
they say: “Nobody will see good content without promotion”
[12]. This statement is also true and for promotion of scientific content. Where and how to promote information about
scientific results?
“Paper medium” is almost never used by readers. And if
the function of “a medium” is still running, when it comes to
distribution “speed” and “number of copies”, it lags behind the
digital medium. Moreover, from the “open” medium, a free
access to which is provided in “24×7” mode. It is the “format”,
chosen by an increasing number of scientific journals [6].
What to do then with familiar, or as they say now, “offline” activities, such as congresses, conferences, and symposiums? In this case, it is possible to use not only usual
“promotion formats” in the form of plenary and sectional
reports, discussions and “round tables”, but also new formats.
For example, summaries should be submitted in the form of a
professionally prepared presentation. At the same time, it is
possible to represent new material in more detail in a similar
presentation by placing a QR-code with a link to a relevant
scientific social network. For example, for it, the authors of the
present article use the capacities of ResearchGate. All three
“peaks” in Fig. 4 were obtained after using a similar approach,
combined with the simultaneous placement of the link to the
material in a personal ribbon on social network Facebook.
Perhaps, we should consider such activity as establishment of a new approach to use all opportunities, offered by
similar scientometric study [13]. In this case, it is possible to
use results as parameters, affecting indicators of quality and
educational process, if such an organization is an educational
institution [17]. It may be worthwhile considering the need
to create an appropriate “role” [18], which would involve help
in promotion of results of scientific activity in “digital scientometric environment”. It is necessary to handle both the
articles, originally published in digital form, and previously
issued. Accordingly, considering “scientific teams” as project
teams [16], it is necessary to separate an appropriate functional for providing effective communication for interaction with
both internal and external environment. At this, the internal
environment in an extended sense of this term includes all
employees, involved in the process of preparation, publication,
distribution, access provision and archiving of scientific publications of corresponding subdivisions of an organization.
External environment involves dissemination of scientific
information beyond a “scientific team” and a corresponding
institution, and, as a whole, beyond national boundaries.

Control processes

Fig. 4. Results of experiment on scientific content promotion using the social network Facebook
Thus, Principle 1 determines one of the objectives of scientific content promotion, involving readership expansion.
In a hypothetical cognitive model (2), in order to expand
readership, we will set magnitude of π1.2=0.60. Obtained
results of modeling represent a new structure of possible
readership distribution (Fig. 5).

The essence of Feynman’s method lies in the utmost
clarity of presenting complicating concepts and theories. According to Feynman, articles must be spelled out so clearly
that even a schoolboy could understand their sense. It is on
the basis of similar criteria that publications in the system
Impactstory are assessed [21].
Thus, Principle 2 determines the problem of scientific
content promotion, which involves clear, understandable,
and distinct presentation of material of the article. In a
hypothetical cognitive model (2), with a clear content representation, the region of “positive attitude” of readers’ community increases, that is why we will accept the new value of
π2.3=0.5. In this case, parameter of readership expansion in
accordance with Principle 1 will be set as π1.2=0.6. The obtained results of modeling reflect a new structure of possible
readership distribution (Fig. 6).

Fig. 5. A change in the probabilities of states on scientists’
distribution by the level of attitude to a publication while
expanding readership at π1.2=0.6: 1 – unawareness;
2 – awareness; 3 – positive attitude; 4 – citing;
5 – negative attitude
Fig. 5 shows that the probability of citing publications
increased to a magnitude of р 4(20)»0.15. The number of articles in the region of “unawareness” decreased by ten times
to probability р1(20)»0.06. The other states also underwent
changing. In this case, probability of “negative attitude”
р 5(20)»0.3 was almost 2 times as high as the percentage of
publication citation. Thus, it can be concluded that principle
1 is acceptable for management of scientific communications.
Principle 2. “Content golden rule”
The authors of paper [12] derived a “content golden rule”
with the optimal balance of different types of publications:
40 % – involving; 30 % – user’s; 25 % –training; 5 % – advertising. A disbalance towards publications of any type always
affects effectiveness: either the audience is lost or business
tasks are not resolved [12].
Article [20] describes the method, named after Nobel Laureate in Physics Richard Feynman. Feynman proposed a formula of training that allowed him to understand things better
than others. A subject-matter, an object or a concept that needs
to be examined do not make any difference. The method works
everywhere. It is not only an excellent method of training, but
also a window to an entirely different way of thinking.

Fig. 6. A change in the probabilities of states on scientists’
distribution by the level of attitude to a publication at
readership expansion for π1.2=0.6 and a provision of
presentation clarity π2.3=0.5: 1 – unawareness;
2 – awareness; 3 – positive attitude; 4 – citing;
5 – negative attitude
As Fig. 6 shows, the system as a whole passed on to the
region of positive attitude to a publication: р 3(20)»0.45.
In this case, citation probability significantly increased:
р 4(20)»0.25. At the same time, in comparison with data
from Fig. 5, probability of negative attitude to publications
decrease almost by two times and reached р 5(20)»0.14.
Principle 3. “Creation of unique content”.
An example of best practices [12] shows that when implementing projects of content promotion on the Internet,
being first is important: “The task of each team member is to
find, apply, and teach others everything new and useful. It is
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important to optimize one’s own work and be the first to do
it. Competitors are awake”.
In relation to a “digital” presentation of scientific content, this principle of “scientific SMM” is transformed into
the rule: “Create and protect your uniqueness!” At a minimum, it is worth considering how to resolve the contradiction, that, on the one hand, one wants to get early feedback
as for material of the article, and, on the other hand, there
may be concerns about possible plagiarism [22].
Therefore, it is desirable to submit publications to journals that offer DOI [23], which is connected with an open
access to digital copies of articles through CrossRef or
DataCite. In this case, anti-plagiarism programs can detect
borrowing of a text by other authors [22]. Thus, an article,
which contains plagiarism, will not be published.
In a hypothetical cognitive model (2), the level of
uniqueness of articles will be reflected in an increase in the
“citation” segment in readers’ community, that is why we
will accept a new value of π3.4=0.7. In doing so, we will leave
the previous parameters of readership expansion (π1.2=0.6)
and provision of text clarity (π2.3=0.5), forming readers’
distribution, shown in Fig. 6. For the given conditions of
management of the own content, we will get the results of
modeling, which reflect a new structure of possible readership distribution (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. A change in the probabilities of states of scientists’
distribution by segments of attitude to a publication for
parameters of system – π1.2=0.6, π2.3=0.5 and π3.4=0.7:
1 – unawareness; 2 – awareness; 3 – positive attitude;
4 – citing; 5 – negative attitude
As Fig. 7 shows, the citation segment р 4(20)»0.35 increased. The percentage of readers in the segment of positive
attitude towards a publication decreased to magnitude
р 3(20)»0.25. The remaining segments compared with data
in Fig. 6 did not change significantly. Outcomes, shown in
Fig. 7, demonstrate persuasively that uniqueness of articles
and their scientific level have a major impact on citation
indicators.
Principle 4. “Client mania”.
The authors of [12] note that their client, in essence, is
the most valuable of all that any company has. Here, both
feedback speed and quality are essential. Communication is
the basis of social networks. Communication with one’s own
audience is the basis for SMM.
Who are “Clients” in scientific SMM? Everyone who
demonstrates interest in publications: conference participants, colleagues in research activities, staff, students, just
participants in the professional community. Everybody may
have intentions to obtain some materials from the authors
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[25]. The same applies to “scientific SMM”. It is possible
to publish a document and provide access to an article as
to a full-text document. Or you may place only a title and
an abstract. You can provide full access upon request (or
deny it). It will probably be the right idea to represent your
articles not through e-mail/flash drive memory, but rather
by reference to a requested document depositor in a personal
ResearchGate profile. In ResearchGate, “responsiveness” is
also measured by the number of times the access on request
access for certain documents was granted. Emergence of
such resource, as Impactstory [21], which uses the indicator
of “degree of text perception ease”, rewarding an author by
appropriate message in case of such “accomplishment”, became a kind of indicator of “client orientation”.
Let us show how “client-oriented” work with readers will
influence promotion of publications. It is clear that as a result of communications with readers, there may by questions
concerning clarification of the application areas for research,
described in the article. Expansions on the structure and
parameters of the used models are possible. All this will
ultimately help to reduce the segment of “negative attitude”
to publications, which in the parameters of the model (2)
will influence magnitude π6.2 . Let us take value of π6.2=0.5
of a hypothetical cognitive model (2). All other parameters
remain the same compared with the variant of the system,
shown in Fig. 7.
For the given content management conditions, we will
obtain results of modeling that reflect the readership distribution structure, taking into account “client orientation”
(Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. A change in the probabilities of states of scientists’
distribution by segments of attitude to a publication for
parameters of system – π1.2=0.6, π2.3=0.5, π3.4=0.7 and
π5.2=0.5: 1 – unawareness; 2 – awareness; 3 – positive
attitude; 4 – citing; 5 – negative attitude
As Fig. 8 shows, citation segment increased to р 4(20)»
»0.4. Percentage of readers in the segment of negative attitude
to a publication decreased to magnitude р3(20)»0.08. Volumes
of the other segments compared with data from Fig. 7 did not
change significantly. Outcomes, shown in Fig. 8, convincingly
demonstrate that consideration of specifics of a subject-area of
publications and customer orientation have a significant impact on promotion of publications and their citation.
Principle 5. “Honesty is an advantage in business”.
There is one rule to follow, according to the authors of
paper [12]. This rule is expressed in conscientious performance of work, objectivity of results reporting, and measurability of indicators.
Let us explore what impact “honest” work with readers
will have on the promotion of publications. It is clear that

Control processes

reliable and objective data on a relevant and demanded subject-matter will be noticed by readers. References to these
works, which will emerge as a result, will lead to an extended
discussion and practical use of the results of an article. All
this eventually will contribute to decreasing of “awareness”
segment, which in the parameters of model (2) will influence
magnitude π4.2 . Let us accept value π4,2=0.5 for a hypothetical cognitive model (2). All other parameters will remain
without changes compared with the variant of the system,
represented in Fig.8.
After all introduced changes, we will obtain a matrix of
transition probabilities:
0,39
0
π ij = 0
0,05
0,10

0,60
0,20
0
0,02
0,50

0,01
0,50
0,30
0,30
0

0
0
0,70
0,63
0,05

0
0,30
. 		
0
0
0,35

(4)

Modelling with the use of the designed Markovian model
for the variant of transition probabilities (4), that is, a new
state, revealed results that are shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. A change in the probabilities of states of scientists’
distribution by segments of attitude to a publication for
parameters of system (4): 1 – unawareness; 2 – awareness;
3 – positive attitude; 4 – citing; 5 – negative attitude
As Fig. 9 shows, the citation segment р 4(20)»0.55 increased. Percentage of readers in the segment of positive attitude to a publication got established at the level of р3 (20)»
»0.29. Probability of negative attitude significantly decreased р 5(20)»0.03. The rest of the segments did not essentially change compared with the data in Fig. 8. Results,
shown in Fig. 9, do not contradict the hypothesis that objectivity of results presentation and data measurability have a
significant impact on citation indices.
6. Discussion of results of managing social scientific
networks
Generalization and design of applied aspects of the Markov chains for application of SMM methodology expands
possibilities of proactive career management of publication
promotion in scientific environment [26].
We created a Markovian model, which represents a
random process of cohort distribution of potential readers
from S1 – unawareness (Awareless) through S2 – awareness

(Awareness) and S 3 – positive attitude (Attitude) to state
S4 – citation (Action). In this case, inclusion of state S 5 –
negative attitude (Abort) leads to formation of a complete
group. Probabilities of states of a complete group of incompatible events describe a random process, in which one of the
events will certainly be realized [27].
Application of the Markov chains in scientific research
is complicated by difficulty of “setting” a model to a particular system through determining the matrix of transition
probabilities [28]. It was shown that values πs of transition
probabilities can be determined based on characteristics
of communications, taking into account time cost for performance of operations (Table 1). Such cognitive approach
allows exploring the system in a wide range of changes in
characteristics of states.
Using the designed Markovian model, it is possible
to evaluate the influence of most of characteristics of the
system on the course of a project. But a general conclusion,
which can be drawn from findings of this study, is that an
author’s active participation in promotion of his publications
in scientific environment determines a project’s result.
The Markovian model of distribution of scientists’ scientific community by the level of attitude to a publication
makes it possible to represent random processes of “independent life” of articles depending on the number of communications (contacts) in social scientific networks. Similar studies
have not been carried out before. With the use of the Markovian cognitive simulation model, we proved the hypothesis
of fundamental possibility of communication management
in social scientific networks to actualize publications in the
world’s scientific community. It was shown that the use of
the analogy method in reference to promotion of findings of
scientific research and promotion of information resources
[12] on the Internet is justified.
In relation to scientific activity, it should be noted that
all five principles of best practices, which were considered,
appeared to be fully applicable. It is possible to recommend
the following principles as primary principles for “scientific
SMM”:
– One is the field is not a warrior;
– Content balance;
– Create and protect your uniqueness;
– Client-orientation;
– Measurability.
The obtained results of the study of effectiveness of
SMM application reflect the need for authors’ participation
in support of publications promotion in social networks.
It is rational to focus subsequent research in the area of
enhancing effectiveness of operation in social scientific networks on designing theoretical methods of determining the
elements of the matrix of transition probabilities. This will
make it possible to scientifically determine the trajectory
of development of publishing activity for the actualization
and promotion of publications in the world’s scientific community.
7. Conclusions
1. The structure of the stage of scientific publications
lifecycle, specifying the levels of perception of articles by
readers’ community, was proposed. Possible states of community of readers of scientific publications at this stage
include such levels of attitude: S1 – Awareless (unawareness);
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S2 – Awareness (awareness); S 3 – Attitude (positive attitude) S4 – Action (citation); S 5 – Abort (negative attitude).
Specified states characterize distribution of potential article’s readers by groups of article perception. As communications in social networks develops, scientific community gains
an opportunity to get acquainted with the content of articles
and determine scientific and practical level of research findings, presented in the articles.
2. It is proposed to apply five basic principles of scientific
content promotion, tested in the practice of promotion of
information resources [12]. It was shown that projects of
scientific content promotion on the Internet share characteristics with the activity involving promotion of information
resources.
3. Specific features in the application of SMM methodology with the use of the designed Markovian model were
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explored. Directions of authors’ activity on readership
extension and provision of presentation quality were considered. It was shown that the level of articles’ uniqueness,
as well as “client-oriented” work with readers in the presence of reliable and objective information on a relevant and
demanded subject-matter, will be noticed by readers. This
will lead to an extended discussion and practical use of the
article’s findings. As a result, it is possible to expect references to these works to emerge. Ultimately, Management of
submission of publications to social scientific networks will
contribute to decrease segments S1 – “unawareness” and
S 2 – “awareness” with an increase in segments S 3 – “positive attitude” and S 4 – “citation”. It was shown that authors’
following up on their publications creates conditions for
successful citations of publications in the world’s scientific
community.
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Запропоновано нечіткий метод формування портфеля заходів в області розвитку людського капіталу
університету. Розглянуто модель, цільовою функцією якої є інтегральний показник, що оцінює просування по досягненню цільових значень показників
завдань університету. Змінними, за якими проводиться оптимізація, є булеві змінні включеності в
портфель заходу, спрямованого на розвиток людського капіталу співробітників підрозділів університету в певний момент часу
Ключові слова: людський капітал, економіко-математичне моделювання, стратегічні заходи, управління університетом, нечітко-множинний підхід
Предложен нечеткий метод формирования портфеля мероприятий в области развития человеческого
капитала университета. Рассмотрена модель, целевой функцией которой является интегральный показатель, оценивающий продвижение по достижению
целевых значений показателей задач университета.
Переменными, по которым проводится оптимизация,
являются булевы переменные включенности в портфель мероприятия, направленного на развитие человеческого капитала сотрудников подразделений университета в определенный момент времени
Ключевые слова: человеческий капитал, экономико-математическое моделирование, стратегические
мероприятия, управление университетом, нечеткомножественный подход

1. Introduction
Managing sustainable development of a university is
aimed at fulfilling of the tasks arising from strategic objectives and interrelated with the main indicators of the effectiveness of activity of universities. This is possible, among
other factors, through competent and reasonable investment
of available resources.
In this case, one of the priority areas of investment is the
human capital of the university, which exerts decisive influence
on the implementation of the university development strategy.
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Human capital is one of the most important and, at the same
time, very specific resource, which makes it rather difficult
to assess effects that occur at a change in its magnitude. At
present, world system of the higher education undergoes a
transition from the translation of knowledge to a diversified
university, whose basis of the educational process and economics is formed by research work and innovative activity. These
changes further increase the importance of human capital and
investment strategy in the field of its development.
Decomposition of strategic objectives to the level of
structural divisions of the university leads to the necessity
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